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Letter From the Editor...
Hello Skidmore,
I’d like you wish you peace and good tidings. I have for you all a gift—the third edition of Skidmo’ Daily.
Selecting articles for this edition wasn’t easy; many of you submitted and, naturally, we only had space for a
much smaller selection of content. So consider what you now hold in your hands as the best of the best! If
you’re here to keep up to date with the most talked-about columns, you’re in luck: we’ve got Sam Supposes,
Horoscopes, Jacob’s Fashion Column, and even Campo’ Safety Reports. If you’re looking for something off the
beaten path, though, we’ve got you covered!
My dad put me on to this really simple and tasty ramen recipe, so be sure to check that out. Also, we’ve got
some cool articles about boats or some shit—I don’t really know; I barely read these things. What else…what
else. Do you like cartoons? You do!? Well we have some of those in here, so that’s cool.
Oh! Did I tell you? I got a new pair of pants the other week, and they fit like a dream! They’re like a maroon
col-or and have a little bit of elastic in them so they have a snug fit but also stretch a little so your legs can
breathe. Really high quality stuff. I’ll wear them to class this week so you can see them.
Anyway, I don’t wanna talk your ear off. Enjoy the new Skidmo’, keep on keeping on, and stay true to yourself.
Enjoy!
All the very best,
George Lubitz,
Editor-in-Chief

Top Stories Of The Week
How reading two and a half articles made me an expert on the Israeli Palestinian conflict
These Five Essay Prompts Will Make You Rethink the Role of the Author in
PostmodernLiterature
Tim Kaine Takes Break on Campaign Trail to Attend Every College's Parents Weekend
Guy gets cereal with chocolate milk because he can't see color
Woman passes friend salt instead of pepper because she can't see color
Girl believes she is an only child because she can't see brother
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Skidmore Exposed: How Burgess Tried to
Poison Me
By Lizette Roman-Johnston

Everyday I hear about how Skidmore College is a safe space.
To be objective, this statement is often true. For example,
I have only been hit by a Human versus Zombies nerf gun
the one time. But after a traumatizing, near-death experience at Burgess Café, I have started questioning whether or
not Skidmore really wants to see me flourish.
The past few weeks have yielded heavy workloads for
many students; no doubt Burgess was poppin’ on a Monday
morning. I arrived for my caffeine fix, as I do each morning
before class. Jason Derulo was on the radio. Everything was
great! This time, when the green-hatted worker smiled and
asked what he could get for me, I asked for a chai tea latte
with soy milk. I was content with my decision. I was not
content, however, with the events that followed.
I was busy avoiding the gaze of an old Tinder match, so I
couldn’t see the behind-the-scenes sequence of foul play,
but I do have a hunch regarding who tried to kill me. The
cashier was way too cheery, oozing with excitement that
only comes from the impending murder of a customer. You
could tell this wasn’t his first rodeo.
Another worker set a cup on the counter, yelling out “Chai
tea latte for… Lizert?” Assuming my new identity as Lizert, I grabbed it and made my way toward the door. Before
crossing the threshold, I took a sip, then I stopped dead in
my tracks.
As Jason Derulo broke into the final chorus of “Whatcha
Say,” time seemed to move in slow motion. I turned to the
side and spit out my drink, toxic latte spewing in the face
of my Tinder match. The cup fell from my hands before
smashing against the tiled floor, causing liquid to splatter
all over the shoes of innocent bystanders. Had I not tasted the poison before swallowing the murderous beverage,
I would have fallen against the floor along with my cup. But
I can always tell when they forget the soy milk.

Breaking: Local Chef Sweeping
Nation with Prolific Cereal and
Ice Cream Creation
By: Maria Lorenz

Saratoga Springs, NY— Chef and full time student, Matthew Raymour III, is said to have unearthed astonishing
flavor profile that scientists across the globe are now
referring to as “the answer to world peace.” According to
our expert team of experienced and genteel analysts, time
of discovery occurred on Tuesday, October 11, at exactly 22:45 pm (ET) within the walls of the Murray-Aikins
Dining hall—the very establishment where the world-renowned “hot chocolate and coffee” experiment was first
administered in December of 1986.
For Raymour, the journey toward prolific discovery was
not without anguish. Much like the hot chocolate coffee
pioneers of 1986, his was a path tinged with adversity
and carnage. Mercilessly mocked by his late night peers,
Raymour recalls how students and staff alike hurled overripe fruit and stabbing insults in his general direction as
he raced toward his friend’s booth, hiding his messianic
creation beneath his sweatshirt—safe from the jeering
eyes of his peers, and of the world. Witnesses describe
Raymour’s unbridled persecution as “fuckin’ savage”, and
“hilarious—what a dweeb.”
According to slightly friendlier witnesses, Raymour’s
now historical discovery derived from an initial madcap scheme to create “the illest taco.” Raymour is said to
have disappeared into the Murray-Aikins fray at approx.
20:14pm (ET), only to reappear hours later, extraordinary
flavor sensation in hand.
Exclusive interviews hint at Raymour’s meticulous creative process (i.e. Raymour is said to have ripped the left
sleeve from his Patagonia fleece with bare hands, and
to have dove headfirst into a vat of Swedish meatballs
screeching, “This is for you Tiffany,” whist amidst his visionary pilgrimage). Further details regarding the nature
of Raymour’s process are classified. However, we include
here an exclusive description of Raymour’s ingenious
brainchild: a bowl of cereal and ice cream. Type and flavor
of said cereal and ice cream are, of course, classified.
When asked to comment on the speculative effects of his
creation, Raymour humbly administered the following
advice to young chefs around the world, “It’s lit, I’m fuckin’
set motherfuckers.” Only time will tell the impact that
Raymour’s discovery will undoubtedly have upon the 2016
election, and upon the universe, herself.

Area Man Decides He’s Just Too Comfy
to Get Up to Pee
By Max LoSardo

Saratoga Springs, NY - Reports have surfaced that local
student Jonathan Thomas, 19, decided that he was just too
comfy to get up to pee while attempting to fall asleep last
night.
While he relaxed his mind and closed his eyes, his bladder
was busy burning the midnight oil--the soda from dinner.
Jonathan had a decision to make, and he needed to make
it fast.
"I was in the perfect position and, if I thought about something else, I completely forgot about having to pee."

At 12:04 AM, though, everything changed for Jonathan. His
pillow was perfectly fluffed, his sheets surrounded him
like a cozy cocoon, but the flood gates continued to burst at
the seams, reminding Jonathan of the two beers he drank
while watching TV.
“I mean, I peed like an hour and a half ago. I can hold off
until morning, no sweat." Thomas reportedly reasoned.
After accepting the fact that he was “So. Fucking. Tucked.
In”, Thomas drifted off to sleep, only to wake up forty-five
minutes later to use the bathroom.
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Skidmo’ Whoriscope
By Montel Williams

Welcome to the Skidmo’ horoscope!
These accurate predictions are put
together by our psychic intern in
exchange for magic rocks. It is important to note that this horoscope is
not your average horoscope, these are
100% accurate and should be taken
as law. The team here at the Skidmo’
believes that foreknowledge can be a
dangerous thing, so proceed at your
own caution. You have been warned.
Aquarius:
The sun is in the sky today! Wind
blows, trees grow, nothing can hurt
you! Get out there and be a rockstar!
Use exclamation points! See where
the wind takes you and follow your
dreams!
Pices:
It’s a dark day. The sun is covered and
you should be too. The air is stagnant
and the trees are dying. Everyone is
out to get you. That guy who always
walks behind you after class? Stalker.
That professor you don’t get along
with? Communist. That Dhall worker
who gives you dirty looks? He’s actually a cool guy, that’s just his face.
Still, though, be careful.
Aries:
Math (Section 1.7: 2,4,6,14,20,30-32),
Chemistry (Sapling, pre-lab), English
(readings on blackboard), Psych (this
isn’t a real list, you idiot).

Taurus:
Again, man, this is your week. You are
sophistication by design. Your lane
keeping system means that you never
stray too far. You listen when people
talk and sync with what they’re saying. You’re hands-free. You’re powerful. You’re fuel efficient. You got this.
Gemini:
Not much news this week. It’s going
to be pretty boring. Class. Sleep. Eat.
Class… Oh! I almost forgot. Your
mom is probably going to die.
Cancer:
You still have cancer. What did you
expect?
Leo:
I’m sorry. It was a cloudy night when
I was writing yours, so I couldn’t see
the stars very well. I guess... Uh…
Just, like, do something nice? I don’t
know, man. Try a new food or some
shit like that. Don’t eat shit. That’s
not what I meant.
Virgo:
Every Virgo is a cheating whore. Yeah,
you heard me. A WHORE. You gain
people’s trust and then tear their
heart out and shit on it. But why?
Why be so mean? Was I not good

enough? Was it the impotence? You
said you never had a problem with
it; I guess you’re a liar too now, huh?
Please take me back. I know it wasn’t
your fault. I’ll do anything. I still love
you.
Libra:
Don’t go near wishing wells.
Scorpio:
Seize the day! The stars are set for
you and you only! All those other,
lame signs think things are going well
for them. Ha! Don’t make me laugh!
Those fools, crooks, thieves. Those
insolent, insubordinate bastards
are nothing but swine compared to
you. Who are these people? Where
did they come from? Why are they
allowed to continue while your true
glory is yet to be realized? These bags
of subhuman scum will soon know
your power and your rage. Bring an
umbrella, it might rain on Saturday.
Sagittarius:
Dude, you’re still doing great. A few
slip ups, but you got right back on
your feet. Keep being awesome.
Capricorn:
Everything’s less fine.

Mindful Dhall Worker Serves Trays of Nothing for Those
Observing Yom Kippur
Gill Hurtig
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Terrence Daly, a freshman working at
Murray-Aikins Dining Hall, heroically
saved YomKippur for many of those
who were planning on fasting for the
day. Any Jewish person hoping not
to eat was put into a tight spot when
first entering D-hall. When considering their options, they may have noticed that dhall was giving out food.
Even Emily’s Garden was serving
gluten-free, vegetarian, lactose-free
hamburgers. And they’re supposed
to be pretty sensitive about food restrictions. It wasn’t until 10:32 in the
morning that those fasting for the day
were finally given a viable option. Daly
commented, “I saw a bunch of kids
just kind of wandering around dhall

not putting anything on their plates.
At first I couldn’t figure out what was
going on, but then I realized that it
was Yom Kippur and people wanted to not eat.” He continued, “That’s
when I decided to take away the tray
of plantains cause nobody eats that
shit anyway, and then replace it with
an empty tray from the dish room.”
The results were immediate. People
began to shake Terrence’s hand left
and right, giving him hugs and gleeful
kisses. Finally those observing Yom
Kippur were able to go on with their
day in peace. Any fear of having to eat
food was negated. At the end of his
shift, Terrence, realizing he would be
hungry the rest of the day, mentioned,
“they made me an honorary Jew.”
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Celebration Weekend: New Couples Split After
Meeting Parents Too Soon
.
By Lizette Roman-Johnston

Celebration Weekend is known for its unification of the Skidmore community.
Parents get to experience their child’s home-away-from-home firsthand by enjoying captivating three-hour-long performances in the gymnasium and tasting
the gourmet cuisine our students get to cherish everyday. For some, however,
the presence of parents creates discomfort (like when your mom found your
anal beads and thought it was a friendship bracelet).
The new school year yields new relationships, and at this point, these young
flames are just getting to know each other. They haven’t even spent the night or
tried out their anal beads yet, so throwing Jim and Betsy into the mix is a storm
waiting to happen.
Most couples are smart enough not to share a dinner date at Wheatfields with
Jim, Betsy, Lisa, Frank, Racist Uncle Jeff, Creepy Adopted Brother Billy, the
whole gang. But if you haven’t realized by now, Skidmore is a small campus. This
unfortunate characteristic has ruined the lives of countless members of our
community, especially in the context of romantic or sexual affairs. One student
in particular was brave enough to speak out about her recent breakup.
“I didn’t even get a chance to make him my Man-Crush Monday!” Katie, a firstyear, exclaims with watering eyes. Upon asking her to recount the details of her
breakup, she describes a scene in which her family sits in Case Center, enjoying
some signature Burgess Café pumpkin spice lattes. “I looked up, and there Mark
was with his mom, dad, and little brother. He introduced me as his friend, and
in that moment I swear I wanted to die.” To make matters worse, Katie’s mother
reportedly gushed about how much she’s heard about her daughter’s then-boyfriend. “My mom is such a fucking idiot!” Katie adds. After some uncomfortable
small talk, the two families parted ways. Thirty minutes later, however, Mark
sent a text to Katie saying “Yo we need 2 talk,” which, according to a Harvard
study, is the third most terrifying text to receive, right behind “turn around” and
“new phone who dis?”
“He said things were just moving too fast,” Katie laments, shaking her head. “I
miss him. I miss his eyes, I miss his smell, I miss his huge-”
We cut Katie off, suggesting she go “tell it to a fucking therapist.”

Area Sophomore Spends
Most of Class Trying to
Eat Food Quietly
By George Lubitz

Sophomore Alex Ricardo’s afternoon
English class was a scene of high tension this Thursday when he brought
in a soda and bag of chips for midcourse snacking. During class Mr. Ricardo could be seen slowly and deftly
ripping apart his thunderous pouch
of potato chips as his professor was
giving her lecture.
As the class trudged on Mr. Ricardo was spotted extending his arm
tentatively into the precisely placed
open bag and extracting a single chip,
which he then placed on his tongue to
soften and ultimately chew at a pace
of three crunches per minute. Spectators were noted as giving Mr. Ricardo
annoyed glances throughout.
In the second half of the class Mr.
Ricardo is said to have twisted the
cap off his shaken-up Pepsi with the
masked effort like that of a fireman
wrenching open a fire hydrant, gritting his teeth and widening his eyes
like he were defusing a bomb.
According to eye-witnesses another
situation was developing at the other
end of the room, where Junior Sarah
Minsk was reported to have spent ten
minutes slowly unwrapping a toasted
bagel with cream cheese.

The moral of the story, some would argue, is that you should pretend that you
don’t have a family. Refer to Disney films for creative causes of death, like forest
fires or capsized ships. Unfriend your whole family on Facebook to destroy any
evidence of their existence. Only then will you find a love that lasts.

Fashion column: Pinks Socks Are Very In Style Right Now,
And Also A Bit Of A Fetish Of Mine
By Jacob Schwartz

Greetings fashionistas, or "fashists"
as the kids like to say! Welcome to
another edition of the fashion column!
Today, I am here to tell you about the
fashion world's newest trend: pink
socks. That's right folks, pink socks
are super in style right now. Anybody
who's anybody is wearing them.
I should mention, completely coincidentally, pink socks are also a bit of
an old fetish of mine.
But enough about me!

This fashion column is about you,
faithful reader! That's why I'm bringing you this key information from the
fashion world about this new pink
sock phenomenon.
What are you waiting for? Go to a
department store... ANY department
store... whichever one is closest to
you, and buy pink socks NOW before
they sell out!
But before you buy them, go to the
try-on room first and make sure they
fit. Oh yes... the try-on room: where
it's just you and your pink socks.
Alone at last.

Now, starting with the right foot, rub
both your feet with coconut oil. Yes
yes yes just like that.
Don't forget about that other foot
though!... This time, rub that oil in
even more sensually than last time.
Ok, now for the moment we've all
been waiting for. Slip one of the pink
socks over your cute little right foot.
….YES! OH YES!
Woah there buddy, slow down!
Ok that's better.
Perfect.
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Campo' Safety Incident Report 10/10-10/16
Incident
Date/Time Reported
Location
Summary

Incident
Date/Time Reported
Location
Summary

Incident
Date/Time Reported
Location
Summary

Incident
Date/Time Reported
Location

NOISE VIOLATION
10/10 11:23 PM
NORTHWOODS
Student called to report a noise violation outside of their bedroom window.
Officer dispatched to find student holding boombox above head a la Jerry
McGuire to get ex-girlfriend’s attention. Officer moved by romantic gesture.
Report filed.
VANDALISM
10/11 7:30 PM
SUSSMAN VILLAGE
Officer reported finding residents grilling outside of apartment. While grilling
area was deemed safe, officer noted that the students had replaced their front
door with a flimsy screen. Windows also replaced with strings of beads and beds
with hammocks.
SORE LOSER
10/12 9:00 PM
CAMPUS SAFETY
Officers engaged in a shouting match after officer Smith accused officer Damon
of cheating during the usual Wednesday-night poker game. Smith grew increasingly aggravated and refused to pay what he owed Damon. Damon responded
with “That’s why your sister started drinking again,” which really came outta
nowhere. And boy oh boy was Smith pissed. He stormed straight the hell out,
holding back tears. You shoulda been there, man. Report filed.
COLLEGE VIOLATION—WHOOPIE CUSHION
10/13 2:13 PM
DEAN’S OFFICE

Summary

Dean called to report that a gaggle of rambunctious students left whoopee cushion on his desk chair. But he found out the hard way. Dean reported hearing
giggled coming from down the hall and a loud laugh from his receptionist. Face
blushed, report filed.

Incident
Date/Time Reported
Location
Summary

PARKING VIOLATION
10/15
PALAMOUNTAIN LOT
Officer reported vehicle parked in president’s reserved spot. Vehicle towed to
make room for president. UPDATE: As it turns out, it was the president’s car.
Rookie officer thought the spot was reserved for fireside chats.

.
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It’s the guy who wrote Maus: A review of Art
Spiegelman’s “What the %@&* Happened to Comics?”
By Miranda Thompson
I read Maus in high school, so you
could pretty much say I’m an expert
on Art Spiegelman’s work. However, since I’ve buried most of my high
school memories for emotional sanity, I decided to google Art Spiegelman
a couple hours before the lecture.
Thus, after a 15 minute search, I was
absolutely invested, praying that this
seemingly cool dude wouldn’t turn
out to be a jerk.
I was not disappointed. The lecture
began with the presentation of an
honorary English degree. As Glotzbach delivered a speech in Spiegelman’s honor, Spiegelman took his opportunity to begin vaping behind our
beloved president. Never have I wanted to join Vape Nation so badly. Once
the speeches ended, Spiegelman put
down the pipe, ceremoniously threw
off the ceremonial robes, and got right
down to business.
Spiegelman proceeded to give us an
incredibly detailed history of comics,
of comics in general as well as of his
own career. The fun with Glotzbach
continued, as Mr. Prez tried to keep a
straight face while Spiegelman rattled
off every racial slur known to man.
These words, however, came from
wanting to present society honestly: as pure shit. Luckily, Speigelman
among many others have used comics
to both represent and reinterpret this
shit, and Speigelman’s made his passion for the craft palpable throughout.
He has studied comics since his childhood, and remains just as invested in
understanding the field. I mean, the
old guy knew what Kickstarter was;
my Dad still can’t forward an email.
Now I don’t like to glorify public figures, for nobody is perfect. I did at
first judge the diet coke on his side
table, which was accompanied by
four big, plastic water bottles. These
were to help clear his old man coughs,
which Spiegelman luckily kept to a
minimum. Spiegelman also went a
half hour over, and a wave of yawns
continued to spread throughout the
audience. I hadn’t seen that many
sleepy people in Gannett since Monday morning lectures for Human Dilemmas. This added half hour also cut
into the vice-presidential debate. But

as we now know the outcome of this
debate, this was not much of a loss.
And after viewing racial caricatures,
I had lost my penchant for watching
two white men ask for yet more power.
So no, Spiegelman was not perfect.
But he even cooler than I could have
believed (there was an encore of vaping), and though his passion made for
a longer presentation, the devotion is
encouraging for aspiring artists. He
spoke not for us, but for himself, and
that’s some of the coolest shit you can
do.

Extreme Kid Lands Kickflip on Crowded Case
Walkway, Everyone
Goes Fucking Nuts
Doug Patrick

CASE CENTER – Chase Wilson (’19)
was reportedly seen flying down Case
Walkway on his skateboard while
the area experienced a totally gnarly
amount of traffic. After swerving
through all those dudes like a regular
Tony Hawk, he found himself with an
opening to pop a sick trick.
“Oh I knew something tubular was in
the works,” Tammy Rochester (’20)
said afterwards, “when a dude with
an arsenal of fliptricks like Chase gets
some room, you’ve got to expect that
something fucking rad is gonna go
down.”
And that rad thing happened soon
after. Chase was said to have landed
a kickflip that one Burgess employee
asserts was “clean as balls.” In fact,
one source says that when Chase rode
off, there was an audible gasp from
the crowd as they could not believe
the illness that had just occurred.
When Chase was approached to talk
about what happened, he remained
humble. He claimed he was just having fun doing what he loves: skating,
bruh. Once he was notified of the
response he got, he replied: “Man,
I’m just glad everyone was so stoked
about it.”

One of Spiegelman’s New Yorker Covers

This cover indicates my mindset after
the lecture, for I hadn’t wanted to be
Jewish that bad since I found out you
could get presents for both Christmas
and Hanukkah
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Sam Supposes
New Study Finds Tinder Much More Fun
For Hotties
by Jacob Schwartz
A breakthrough study by the American Science Association (ASA) has determined that the dating application
Tin-der is much more fun for hot people than for their
not-hot counterparts. The comprehensive study, which
included controlled experiments, case-studies, chatting
up hot peo-ple, and the 10-point scale, was released
yesterday.
Hot women from across the country were invited to
participate in the study, and were flown into ASA's private
headquarters.
These participants, who were selected by the American
Science Association as "certified hotties (Charleston, 53)",
were asked to take part in controlled experiments and interviews. In these experiments, scientists recorded their
happiness with a thermometer, as they swiped left and
right on Tinder. The results were overwhelming clear:
Hot women love tinder.
Some participants also were interviewed by researchers
about their experiences. Some of the questions included,
"Do you enjoy Tinder?" "Do you find scientists attractive?"
and "Is this a date right now?"
The study was criticized by scientific journals for only
including female test subjects, but not males. Critics
suggested this might have been because the scientists
wanted to flirt with the hot women without distractions.
Researchers from the study denied this claim, while
trying not to smile.
Dr. Charleston said the idea for the scientific
study came from his own use on Tinder. "I was on Tinder a
few months ago, and wasn't having a good time. So I
thought, 'I know! I'll create a scientific experiment, and
use hot chicks as my test subjects!'"
Sydney Prattfield, a participant in the
experiment, sat-down with the Skidmo' Daily for an
exclusive inter-view. "Yeah, I guess Tinder is alright," she said.
"I just think the scientists invited us to participate so they could
flirt with us, and I think the experiment unethically--"until she
was interrupted by Dr. Charleston.
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Dear Sam,
I am a junior now, and life beyond Skidmore has become
a slightly less abstract reality. So have I begun to fear what
this might entail. Fear of the unknown supersedes all
others. Once so excited to declare my English major and
the future it would yield, I have started to doubt my preparation for the real world. I am wondering what practical
skills I will be left with after graduation. I can read the shit
out of a book, but I don’t know if I can balance a checkbook, or cook, or use Microsoft Excel. I’ve never even paid
taxes on my own. I don’t even know what I need to learn—
how to build a fire? how to hunt for food? how to format a
CV? What have I learned here that will really help me later
on?
Sincerely,
ThatsNotRaven
Dear ThatsNotRaven,
I know how you feel. It is clear that we learn much at Skidmore, but it is increasingly less clear how the classroom
translates to real survival. It is also difficult to know how
your skills apply to an indistinct future or an unknown,
ungotten job. As such, we can focus on how you have been
prepared for the certainties of life after Skidmore. You
have likely learned how to live on less than $80 a week.
This will benefit any and all Skidmore alums. Along similar lines, you have learned to live with random roommates,
in collective settings, and on Top Ramen.
With the safety-wheels on, you learned how to find a
dealer in a new city. Hopefully, you also learned how to
comport yourself in such deals as to avoid rookie prices.
Each time you move, you will find this an invaluable tool in
your arsenal.
You have also certainly learned some more abstract skills
that aid Skidmore students and alumnus alike every
day. Such learned skills include a mastery of righteous
exasperation, the art of faking preparation, and feigning
interest in social situations. Though it may feel as though
you have learned nothing of use for life beyond college,
from a different perspective, you have learned many of the
skills that will be most important to your specific future.
Hope this helps!
Best,
Sam as always
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Last Week's Caption Contest Winner

"Another Bozo Prophet"
-Katharine Phillips
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